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RS485 serial comunication 

Baud rate= 115200 
Parity bit=  none 
DATA_BIT= 8 bit 
STOP_BIT= 1 bit 
Output Message = 3 byte  = 24 bit 
 
1° byte= [01 (byte n°1, fixed) - XX - data [4 bit] (Most Significant Bits) 
2° byte= [10 (byte n°2, fixed) - data[6 bit] 
3° byte= [11 (byte n°3, fixed) - data[6 bit] (Least Significant Bits) 
 
⇒ Data = Measure = 16 bit 
⇒ Binary -> Decimal [es. 0010 101101 111001 = 11129 mm] 

BYTE n° 1 BYTE n° 2 BYTE n° 3 

DATA [1…4] DATA [5…10] DATA[11…16] 



Configuration 

-None: the data are provided only after sending to the device an input fixed message, written on the 
instruction manual), using the same S85 serial interface [bidirectional: pin 1 (RS485-), pin 6 (RS485+)]. 
This message is 5 byte long and in the third byte is written the Node of requested device.  It is the only 
way to make a multi-drop connection with more than one device. 

Select Output Mode from RS-485 
folder  in the Main Menù. The serial 
data can be provided  in 5 different 
ways: 
 
-None 
-Continuous 
-On changing Distance 
-On changing Digital Output 
-On changing Input 

-Continuous: the RS485 data are continuously provided for the post-processing  
-On changing Distance: the data are provided only when the distance value changes 
-On changing Digital: the data are provided only when the desired switching point is  reached 
-On changing Input: the data are provided through a request given by the remote input (Multifunction 
Input) 



Multi-drop connection 
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This presentation contains statements that are neither reported financial results nor other historical information. These 

statements are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements rely on a number of assumptions and are 

subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, many of which are outside the control of Datalogic S.p.A., that could 

cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by such statements, such as future market 

conditions, currency fluctuations, the behavior of other market participants and the actions of governmental and state 

regulators 
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